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After COVID-19, Dialysis Patients Maintain Immune Response
for at Least Six Months, Researchers Find

M

ost dialysis patients who have been infected
with SARS-CoV-2 maintain protective antibody levels over 6 months’ follow-up, including subgroups at risk of impaired immunity, reports a study in Annals of Internal Medicine (1).
The study investigators used remainder plasma samples from 2215 hemodialysis patients from 1200 dialysis
facilities across the United States. Fifty-three percent of
patients lived in majority-minority neighborhoods and
44% in low-income neighborhoods (at least 20% below
the federal poverty level).
All samples included in the study were positive for
SARS-CoV-2 receptor-binding domain (RBD) total
antibodies, tested using the highly sensitive and specific
Siemens semiquantitative assay in July 2020. Follow-up
samples from routine monthly laboratory tests were used
to monitor RBD immunoglobulin G (IgG) index values
over 6 months. Persistence of RBD antibodies was assessed, including analysis by antibody response level, age,
race/ethnicity, and diabetes status.
Ninety-three percent of patients had a detectable response, defined as an IgG index value of 1 or greater. In
July 2020, 60% of patients had high IgG index values (10
or greater). About three-fourths of patients in this group
continued to have high index levels throughout follow-up.

Follow-up samples for these individuals showed a “small
and continuous decline” in RBD IgG levels. Adjusted median values fell from 21 in July 2020 to 13 in December
2020. This pattern was consistent in subgroups defined by
age, sex, race/ethnicity, and diabetes status. Patients with
consistently undetectable antibody responses were more
likely to be White, to be in the younger (18 to 44 years)
or older (over 80 years) age groups, and to have diabetes
and hypoalbuminemia.
“Our study is the largest to describe longitudinal humoral response in a population that reflects groups most
affected by SARS-CoV-2 infection,” the researchers write.
They note some important limitations, including the lack
of data on symptoms or reverse transcription-polymerase
chain reaction testing. The study was also limited to patients who survived COVID-19.
The findings suggest that nearly all seroprevalent dialysis patients have a detectable RBD IgG response through
at least 6 months’ follow-up. There is no indication of
shorter-lived antibody responses among subgroups at
highest risk of impaired immunity, such as older adults
or those with diabetes. The investigators conclude, “Our
study...provides a benchmark for clinicians and reContinued on page 2
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T

here is no better time than now to start naming
and eliminating systemic and institutional racism in nephrology training. Public displays of
racial injustice recently captured on traditional
and social media have finally brought attention to racism and
racial disparities in various sectors of our community including healthcare and medical education. The impact of racism
extends to our patients in the form of poor access to care and
inadequate care delivery, often due to unconscious biases that
lead to perpetuation of mistrust and unjust inequitable care
(1). And these gaps in care were further exposed in the cur-

rent pandemic (2, 3).
The landscape of racial diversity in nephrology has shown
no significant growth over the past 20 years (4, 5). In 2000,
4.6% of trainees identified as Black (6). In 2010, the combined percentage of underrepresented minorities (URMs) in
nephrology including Black, American Indian/Alaska Native, or Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander was 6%, and 6.9%
were Hispanic (7). This remained unchanged in 2020, during which 4.6% of nephrology trainees, 4.7% internal mediContinued on page 2
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searchers assessing humoral response after infection or vaccination in susceptible
populations.”
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cine (IM) residents, and 7.6% medical students identified as Black; 7% of nephrology
trainees, 6.7% of IM residents, and 6.7% of medical students identified as Hispanic; and
American Indian/Alaska Native or Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islanders make up <1% of
trainees at all levels (8, 9).
The training program director (TPD) and associate PD (APD) positions of nephrology fellowship programs mirror these trends. In 2020−2021, only 1.4% of the TPDs,
6.4% of APDs, and 3.7% of division directors are Black. Similarly, 4.1% of TPDs, 4.6%
of APDs, and 2.7% of division directors are Hispanic (10). Perhaps this is not surprising,
as 3.6% of full-time medical school faculty in 2018 were Black, and 5.5% were Hispanic
(11). Minorities are highly underrepresented in our field and are out of proportion to
the makeup of the US population despite the disproportionately higher adjusted prevalence of end-stage kidney disease (ESKD) in minorities and despite evidence suggesting
improved patient satisfaction and outcomes with race-concordant patient-provider encounters (12, 13).
In our efforts toward building a culturally competent nephrology community, training programs play a crucial role (Table 1).
Prior to proposing potential options, we first revisit the concept of institutional racism, which was coined by Stokely Carmichael in the 1960s. This theory brought to light
the more pervasive type of racism that is tough to eradicate and represents a constellation
of societal factors ingrained into the fabric of our systems and culture that are downstream
effects of slavery and segregation and create disadvantages and hurdles on an individual’s
journey through life, work, and education because of their race.
Understanding the meaning and impact of institutional racism in the United States
requires a reflection on the well-recognized downstream effects of 4 centuries of oppression of individuals as slaves, disparities in access to healthcare and education that result
from segregation, and the unconscious biases people tend to harbor toward the unknown.
Unconscious bias affects one’s interaction with other individuals who are of a different
background and influences decisions made about them. As humans first and physicians
second, we are all prone to make assumptions about individuals that are often inaccurate
and make impactful decisions based on those assumptions (14). In clinical practices, this
can cause us to disqualify people from potentially life-prolonging treatment. In medical
education, unconscious bias affects ranking and recruitment at all levels.
Diversity in leadership impacts diversity down to the training level. For example, lack
of diversity in nephrology division leadership can affect representation in training program leadership, which can impact URMs in nephrology fellowship. The lack of diversity in their clinical learning environment (CLE) can negatively influence URM medical
students and residents about choosing nephrology as a career path. Racism can be pervasive in our recruitment efforts, as unconscious biases can influence who we invite for
nephrology fellowship interviews. Once applicants are invited, our biases can influence
our applicant rankings, as rigid interview assessments can potentially be unfair to URM
applicants. In addition, URM nephrology fellows can be impacted by an exclusive CLE
where isolation and a lack of social support can affect fellow performance. Unconscious
biases can negatively impact evaluations of URM nephrology fellows. The Accreditation
Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) has mandated efforts in diversity
and teaching learners about healthcare disparities (14, 15).
Training programs have an important role in mitigating institutional racism, as they
can build a culturally competent workforce through unconscious bias training, discussions, inviting experts in the area, and diversifying the workforce. Destigmatizing bias,
recognizing it as a natural response we have, and focusing on strategies to recognize it and
keep it in check are first steps. As such, the road to achieving cultural competency starts
with cultural humility—a lifelong commitment to self-evaluation, i.e., acknowledging
one may not fully understand another individual’s background and challenges but is open
to explore and learn to impact care of the underserved community (14, 16).
ASN’s Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion and Workforce and Training Committees
have collaborated to create dialogue and constructive programs that can impact racism in
nephrology training. ASN’s Town Hall, “Addressing Racism in Kidney Care and Training,” held in March 2021, was the first of its kind and a step forward. Racial disparities in
the workforce were highlighted, and a new URM pipeline program has been proposed to
promote recruitment into the field at the grassroots level (3). The Kidney Mentoring and
Awareness Program for Students (MAPS) was sponsored by the ASN Workforce Committee from 2013 to 2015, and the society continues to provide resources for institutions that wish to start their own chapter. Currently, the Tutored Research and Education

